
A. Theme words :

Fill in the blanks with theme words

boat  小船

年 班 號 姓名：

Titanic Museum in 
           Northern Ireland

cruise  郵輪ship  較大的船 sailboat  帆船

ferry  渡輪 canoe  獨木舟yacht  遊艇 cargo  貨輪

(1) In Taiwan, besides driving a car, taking a bus, people can take the                                    from 
      Tamsui（淡水） to Bali（八里）.

(2) One of the biggest accident on the sea was that Taiwanese                                   , Ever Given,
      was stuck in Suez Canal(蘇伊士運河) for 6 days.

(3) To celebrate my mom s 40th birthday. My dad plans a four-day-trip to Okinawa（沖繩）
      by                                   , so we won t take an airplane.

(4) The rich are crazy about luxury life. Sports cars like Benz, BMW, Audi are not enough, they
      also have                                  to take on the sea.

(5) Max enjoys being with himself. He spent 65 days crossing the Atlantic Ocean（大西洋）on
       a                                  talone.

‘
‘

B. Give It a Try!

Do you know it is not easy to row a boat? Even we use motors 

to help water transportations sail better now, it is still a hard task 

to control a ship or a cargo. Ever Given is one of the longest car-

go, the length is more than 400 meters, in the world. Sadly, it got 

stuck and caused other ships couldn t pass the Suez Canal. Now 

scan the QR code and give it a try to pass Suez Canal and show 

me your result.

‘



年 班 號 姓名：

Call for Help!!!

Q1. According to the video, we know 
        there are many ways for people on 
        the sea to ask for help. Can you tell
         me any kinds of them?
        (Either in English or in Chinese)
Answer：

International Morse code
Even the ship is on the sea, there are 

still many ways for people to commu-

nicate with others. Before Titanic sank, 

people on the ship tried to call out for 

help! However, it was still too late...

Morse Code is a kind of encode texts, 
that help people turn 26 English letters 
and Arabic numbers into special 
codes. You can see Morse Code in the 
up-right table. 
For example,                   stands for D, 
                       stands for O, and                   
stands for G, and then 
“                                                              ” 
stands for DOG. Morse code is really 
interesting, isn't it?
It's your turn now! Please answer the 
following questions.

Q2. What does the following signal stand 
        for,“                                                                    ”? 
        It is also the first emergency help signal?
Answer: 

Q3. Now we use SOS for the emergency help. 
        Please translate “SOS” into Morse code.
Answer:


